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0. Introduction 
In this paper we shall introduce a theory of length for Noetherian modules over 
an arbitrary ring (with identity), assigning to each Noetherian module ill an ordinal 
number r(M) which will briefly be called the length offif, see Section 2 for the de% _ 
nition. The length I(M) is finite if and only if ic1 has a finite composition series, in 
which case r(M) equals the length of the composition series. Thus we are working 
with a generalization of the classical theory of length. 
&V) carries important information about M. Being an ordinal, &V) can be ex- 
pressed as a polynomial in CA with integral coefficients and ordinal exponents, o 
denoting the first infinite ordinal. This polynomial - the Cantor normal form of 
r(123) - has properties similar to the properties of the Hilbert-Samuel polynomials 
in local algebra. First of all, its degree coincides with the Krull dimension ofA 
(Theorem 2.321, the Krull dimension being interpreted as an ordinal, as in [5]. More- 
over, if cy is an ordinal, then the coefficient of the term of degree a! is additive on the 
category of Noetherian modules of Krull dimension not greater than (x (Lemma 2.7). 
In Section 1 we fix the notation concerning ordinal nu;nbers and the Krull ordinal 
of a partially ordered Noetherian set. Section 2 contains general results concerning 
the length function M + Z(M). Although 2 is not additive in general, Theorem 2.1 
gives the following satisfactory substitute for additivity: if 
is an exact sequence of Noetherian modules, then we have 
l(A4”) + l(M’) G l(M) < l(M’) @ @I”). 
Moreover, we have (Proposition 2.11): 
l(M’ @MI’) = l(M’) @ l(M”). 
Here @is used ambiguously to denote the Hessenberg natural sum of ordinals (cf. 
Section 1) and the direct sum of modules. 
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In general there does not exist a good notion of composition series in terms of 
which I(M) can be defined. However, we show in Proposition 2.12 that if M has 
countable Krull dimension, then there exists a chain of non-zero submodules of M 
which is of ordinal type I(M). 
Unlike the case with factor modules of M (Theorem 2.3) not every ordinal less 
than r(M) is the length of a submodule of M. In fact, if N is a submodule of M, then 
each of the coefficients in the polynomial I(N) is less than or equal to the correspond- 
ing coefficient in the polynomial Z(M). In particular, I(N) can only take a finite num- 
ber of values (Theorem 2.9). 
In Section 3, we obtain more precise results by assuming that all modules be fini- 
tely generated over a commutative Noetherian ring. In this case we can give an inter- 
pretation of the set of exponents in the polynomial 1(M), in terms of Ass M (Theorem 
3.2). We also give a complete description of the possible lengths of the submodules of 
M. 
In [ 11, o(M) denotes the supremum of the ordinal types of descending chains of 
non-zero submodules of M. In Theorem 3.4 we show that also o(M) can be expressed 
in terms of i(M). We have the relation 
o(M) = min {al, I(M)), 
~3~ being the first uncountable ordinal. 
1. Notation and basic definitions 
If W is a set of ordinal numbers, we let sup W denote the least ordinal which is 
greater than or equal to every element in W. In particular, we put sup 8 = 0. If 
6 , a’*, & are ordinals, we let $ 1 pi denote their sum in the following order: 
Letting o denote the ordinal type of the natural numbers, any ordinal cy can be 
written 
k 
(*I a= c Cdai /Ii, 
i= 1 
where q, . . . . nk are non-negative integers and the exponents form a decreasing se- 
quence of ordinals, i.e., 
j<i*C$<<- / for all i, j. 
The representation (*) will be called the Cantor normal form of a. If nl # 0, the cor- 
responding exponent al will be called the degree of (11 and will be denoted by deg (Y. 
It is convenient o define deg 0 = - 1. The Cantor normal form is unique in the fol- 
lowing sense: Let QI and p be ordinals with Cantor normal forms Z$= I di ni and 
$= 1 di tTZi, respectively. Then we have ~1= fl if and only if ni = Mi for all i. If ni Gmi 
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for all i, then this fact will be expressed by writing cy Q /?. Finally we define the 
direct SLUIZ (Hessenberg natural sum) of cy and 0 as follows: 
k 
Q @ p = C Cdai (fli t nli). 
i= 1 
A justification for this notation is contained in Proposition 2.1 1. 
Let S be a non-empty partially ordered set which is Noetherian, i.e., every non- 
empty subset has a maximal element. Let Ord denote the class of ordinal numbers. 
By the ordinal map on S we mean the map 
A:S+Ord 
defined by 
X(x) = sup (X0) + 1: x < y). 
The Knrlf ordinal of S will be denoted by K(S) as in [ 11. K(S) can be expressed in 
terms of the ordinal map as 
K(S) = SUP (h(X): X ES}. 
2. The length of Noetherian modules 
Let A4 be a Noetherian (left) module over a ring (with identity) and let S(M) be 
the set of all submodules of M ordered by inclusion. The Gull ordinal of S(M) will 
be called the length of M and will be denoted by Z(M). The degree of the ordinal 
Z(M) (cf. Section 1) will be called the dimension ofM and will be denoted d(M). E3y 
the Krull dimension of M we will mean the ordinal Kdim M as defined in [S] and 
equivalently in [2]. We shall see in Theorem 2.3 below that d(M) = Kdim 121. 
2.1. Theorem. Let 0 + M’ + M + M” + 0 be an exact sequence of Noetherian mo- 
dules. Then we have 
(1) Z(M”) + l(M’) < l(M) G l(M’) @ l(M”). 
In particular we have 
d(M) = max {d(M’), d(M”)}. 
Proof. The last equalky clearly follows from the two inequalities. We will start by 
proving the first inequality. Let P be the partially ordered set obtained from S(M’) 
and s(M”) by identifying the unique maximal element in S(M’) with the unique 
minimal element in S(M”). Let A’ and X’ be the ordinal maps on P and S(M’), res- 
pectively. It is easily shown by induction that 
A+(N) = K(S(M”)) + h’(N) for all N E s(M’). 
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K(P) = K(S(jf’)) + K(S(hf)) = i(M”) + f(M’). 
Since we have an order-preserving injection P + S(M), it is easily shown that 
K(P) < K(S(&Q). Hence 
I(M) + l(M’j G l(M). 
We shall now prove the second inequality in (1). Let X”, h and X’ denote the ordi- 
nal maps on S(M”), S(M) and S(M’), respectively. We will define a map 
X* : S(M) -+ Ord 
as follows: Let NE S(M). Put 
x”(N) = X’(n; n M’) @ X”(N + M’/M’). 
I claim that X* is strictly order reversing. Indeed, let N, C N, be submodules ofM. 
Clearly we have 
X*(N1 ) >, X”(N2). 
Assume that we have equality. We are going to show that IV, = N2. For i = 1,2 put 
pi = X’(Ni n M’), pi = X”(Ni + M’fM’). 
We have 
al 2 9, 01 &32? o3 @Pl = c&J @$. 
These three relations are easily seen to imply 
I 
&l =qh 01 =Pp 
Since X’ and A” are strictly order reversing we have 
N, nM’=N, f-W’, N, t M’/M’ = N, + MI/M’. 
It follows that N, = N,. Since h* is strictly order reversing, it is easily shown by in- 
duction that 
Hence 
A(N) < X*(N) for all N E S(M). 
l(M) = K(S(hf)) = X((0)) < X*((O)) = l(M’) @ l(M”). 
2.2. Remark. It is possible to generalize the notion of length to non-Noetherian mo- 
dules M by letting I(M) be the supremum of all ordinals K(S), where S runs through 
the set of all Noetherian subsets of S(M). With this generalized notion the previous 
theorem would still be valid, except for the first of the two inequalities, which has 
to be replaced by the weaker inequality 
max {[CM”), l(M’)} < I(M). 
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2.3. Theorem. Let hf be u rzorr-zero Noetherim moduk i%erl we have: 
(i) Every ordirtal less tharz l(M) is the length of a proper jkctor moddr clJ’iI,f. &II- 
verse/y, if h is a non-zero subrnodule of M, ihen &ki/N) < l(M). 
(ii) d(M) = Kdim M. 
hoof. (i) Let 0 be an ordinal less than Z(M), and let h be the ordinal map OJ1 S(M). 
Letting OM denote the zero-submodule in M we have h(OAf) = I(M) > p. Hence we 
can find a submodule N 2 M such that h(N) = 0, so /(M/N) = ,!?. 
Conversely, if N is a non-zero submodule of M, then by Theorem 2.1, 
l(M,/N) < l(M). 
(ii) We will first show that Kdim M < d(M), using induction on d(M). If 
Z(M) < 0, then M has finite length, so clearly Kdim M = d(M). Let a be a non-zero 
ordinal, and assume that the inequality is valid whenever d(M) < ar. Now assume 
that d(M) = 01. Assume that Kdim M > cy. Then there exists a descending chain 
M=Mo 3M, 3 . . . 
such that Kdim (M,IM,+ 1) 2 cu for i 2 0. By the induction hypothesis we have 
d(MifMi+l)> CY. Hence I(Mi/Mi+ 1) 2 d. By Theorem 2.1 we have Z(M) > U&O = 
oQy+l So d(M) 2 01+ 1, which is a contradiction. We conclude that Kdim M < ~1. . 
we will now show that d(M) < Kdim M, using induction on Kdim AI. If Kdim M 
G 0, then M has finite length, hence d(M) = Kdim M. Put Kdim M = cy > 0. Assume 
thatd(M)>cw+ l.Then1(M)>w 01+ 1 . Ry (i) we can find a submodule 113, C I~J su& 
that Z(M/M1) = w”. By Theorem 2.1 it follows that 
CQ*+ * G l(M) < $I$) @ C4P. 
Hence /(Ml) > c3”+ ‘. Now we can find a submodule MZ C 111, such that /(ill, /Al: ) = 
OF Repeating the argument we can find a descending sequerrce lZf= 
MO 3 Ml 3 M2 XI . . . such that d(Mi/Mi+ 1) = tiff for i > 0. Hence d@J,/‘AJi+ 1) = (x. 
We may assume by induction that Kdim (Miillfi+l) > CY. Hence Kdim 1112 CI -t 1. 
which is a contradiction. We conclude that ci(M) < QI. 
2.4. Corollary. To euch ordirzal & there exists a hk?thcrim corwmrtutin? rirtg K strdt 
that l(R) = 0.. 
Proof. There exists ;I commutative Noetherian ring R, such that Kdim R, 2 cx (cf. 
[2,3]). Hence Z(R*) > ocy 2 a. By Theorem _. 3 3 (i) there exists an ideat a in R 0 
such that Z(R,/ u ) = a. 
In [2], a module M is called a-critical if M has Krull dimension equal to cy and 
every proper factor-module has Krull dimension less thau cu. The following corollary 
is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.3. 
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2.5. Corollary. Let M be a Noetheriun module. Then the following statements are 
equivalent: 
(i) M is a-critical. 
(ii) l(M) = ~2. 
2.6. Definition. Let h1 be a Noetherian module, and let clr be any ordinal. The coeffi- 
cient of the term of degree a in the Cantor normal form of I(M) is a non-negative in- 
teger which will be denoted by p&W). 
2.7. Lemma. Let 0 + M’ +M --VW” -+ 0 be an exact sequence oj‘Noetherian modules. 
Put ~1= Kdim M. Then we have 
p,(hf) = pa(M’) + &(M”). 
Proof. By Theorem 2.3 (Y equals the degree of /(AI), hence the equality follows from 
Theorem 2.1. 
2.8 Lemma. Let M be a Noetherian module of dimension cu # 0. Then there exists a 
unique maximal submodule of M of dimension less than ar, which will be denoted by 
M* . Put 
l(M) = CQcy il + p, 
where n # 0 and /3 < ~3” then we have l(M, ) = P and KM/M,) = ~3” n. 
Proof. Since M is Noetherian, the existence of M, is clear in view of Theorem 2.1. 
By Theorem 2.3 we can choose a submodule N in M such that l(M/N) = Ok n. Using 
Definition 2.6, we obtain p,(N) = 0, hence Kdim N < (Y, so N C M,. Moreover, it 
follows from Th lorem 2.1 that 
Hence 
wa! n + f(N) < l(M) G U” n @ l(N) = We n + l(N). 
W”r2+l(~)=l(M)=w”ntP, 
so l(N) = /3. It suffices to show that N = M,. Since p&V/AI,) = p,(M), we have 
l(fV/iV,) = 69 n t y 
for some y. Using Theorem 2.1 on the exact sequence 
0 +M,/N -+M/N-+M/M, -+ 0, 
we obtain 
oQ[ n + y t l(M,/N) < l(M/N) = ~3~ n. 
Hence we have l(M,/N) = 0, so M, = .Y. 
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2.9. Theorem. Let M be a Noetheriarl module aud consider the ftlllowirlg sets of ()p- 
ditzals: 
A(M) = (p : l(M) = y + fl fbr some ordinal y), 
iS(M)=(l(N):NcM), 
C(M) =(p$ <l(M)). 
Then we have 
A(M) 5. IS(M) c C(M). 
Proof. We will first prove that A(M) C 1 S(M). Let y and 6 be ordinals such that 
Z(M) = y + 0. We are going to show the existence of a submodule N C M such that 
I(N) = 0. Let a be the degree of /3. We may write 
Z(M) = y’ + o” m + p’, 
where deg 0 < cy and where each term in the Cantor normal form of 7’ has degree 
greater than a. Clearly there exists an integer PZ < nz such that 
BY 
Nl 
BY 
p= d n +p’. 
repeated application of the operation * in Lemma 2.8, we obtain a submodule 
C M such that 
l(N,)=~Qmt$. 
Theorem 2.3 we can find a submodule IV C N, such that 
w, /NJ = ‘2” (HI II). 
Using Theorem 2.1 on the exact sequence 
O+N+N, +N,/N+O, 
we obtain 
Hence 
o” (m-n)tl(N)<l(N1)<wQ (m .- n) 3 I(N) = e30L (~-II) + I(N). 
l(N) = c&IQ r1 t p’ = p. 
To prove the relation I S(M) C C(M), let N be any submodule of M. We are going 
to show that ,(N) 4 I(M), i.e., p,(N) < p,(M) for all cy. We will use induction on the 
dimension of M. If Kdim M = 0, then N and M have finite length, and the inequalities 
are satisfied in this case. 
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We will now assume that Kdim M > 0. By the obvious induction hypothesis, it 
follows that 
(1) &(N n M* j G p,(M*j for all QI. 
Moreover, it follows from Lemma 2.7 that 
(3 
(3) 
for all (Y # Kdim A!, 
for cy = Kdim hf. 
There are two cases: 
(i) Kdim N < Kdim &I. In this case we have N = N n ICI,. Hence by (I), (2) and 
(3) we have 
&-#J~ G v,w for all (x. 
(iij Kdim N = Kdim M. In this case we have N, = N n AI,. For QL # Kdim &I we 
have 
P,W, = PJ&) G PJK) = EJ.,W)- 
For cy = Kdim M it follows from Lemma 2.7 that 
2.10. Remark. Jategaonkar shows in 141 that, given any ordinal ~1, there is a principal 
right ideal domain R whose proper right ideals are linearly ordered of order type 0”. 
Considering R as a right module it is easily seen that we have A(R) = IS(R). In 
Theorem 3.2. below we shall see that if M is a Noetherian module over a commutative 
ring, then we have IS(M) = C(M). This, combined with Corollary 2.4, shows that 
A(AQ is not equal to IS(AQ in general. 
The inclusion IS(M) E C(M) expresses that if N is a submodule of 111, then each 
of the coefficients in the Cantor normal form of 1(N) is less than or equal to the 
corresponding coefficient in the Cantor normal form of ~(.UI. This will be referred 
to as the principle of coejjkientwise comparison. 
2.1 1. Proposition. Let M be a Noetherian mduk, tird let MI uw! Mz bc submodules 
such thut M = M, + M2 Then the sum is dirwt if und on!)* if 
r(M) = WI ) @ 4M2). 
Proof. We will first show that 
The inequality >, follows immediately from Theorem 2. I. We are going to show the 
opposite inequality by induction on Z(M”). For I(M”) = 0 there is nothing to prove. 
Now let Z(M”) > 0, and let Z(M), 1(M”) and l(M’ @M”) be denoted by (Y’, QL” and cy, 
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respectively. Letting fl be a variable running over the ordinals less tharz (Y”, we have 
01” = sup (p + I}. For each value of@ we can find (Theorem 2.3) a proper factor mo- 
dule M” of M” such that Z(,@“) = /3. Since M’ @ri?” is a proper factor-module of 
M’ @M”, it 
Hence 
This gives 
follows by the obvious induction hypothesis that 
l(iI4’) @ l(m) < l(M’ @Ii?‘) < l(M’ @M”) F cy. 
(ck’q)+ 1 <a. 
cy’ tJ.j a” = a’ @ (sup@ + 1)) = sup((a’ @ p) + 1) < cy, 
which was to be shown. 
Let us now assume that 
It remains to show that M, n M2 = 0. We have an exact sequence 
o-+MnM"-*M'~Ic~"+~~+o. 
Using Theorem 2.1 we obtain 
l(M) t l(M’ n M”) < Z(M’ @M”) = IQM') @ l(M”, = r(M). 
Hence Z(M’ n M”) = 0, SO M’ f-7 M” = 0. 
2.12. Proposition. Le:L _M be u Noetheriarz module. Assume that Kdim M is courttable. 
TCterl there exists a well-ordered chair1 of rzon-zero submodules of M of ordinal type 
equal to l(M). 
Proof. We will use induction on Z(M). Put a = Kdim M. If l(M) is finite, then thie pro- 
position is obvious. Hence we may assume that a! > 1. We will first treat the case 
where I(M) = CA Since cy is countable, we can find a non-decreasing sequence of or- 
dinal numbers less than Q, 
p, G p, G . . . \< p, G . . . . 
such that 
d=cd PI + & t . ., toh + . . . . 
We are going to construct a filtration of non-zero submodules 
M=M,IM, >M2 I... 
such that 
l(Mi_l,lMi) = up’ for i> 1. 
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W.e put MO = M. Now let i 2 1 and assume that MO, . . . . Mi-1 has been constructed. 
By the principle of coefficientwise comparison (Remark 2. lo), any non-zero submo- 
dule of M has length equal to Ok; hence 
r(“i_l) > Jim 
Thus by Theorem 2.3 we can find a non-zero submodule Mi C Mi_l such that 
I(Mi_lf~i) = wpi* 
and the construction is complete. 
By the induction hypothesis, Mi_l/Mi contains a chain consisting of non-zero sub- 
modules and having ordinal type equal to &i. Clearly these chains induce a chain in 
M of ordinal type ~3% 
In the general case we can write 
wllcre 11 # 0 and /I < cl;l? By the first part of the proof, we may assume that I(M) > ti”. 
By Theorem 2.3, we can find a non-zero submodule IL’ C M such that Z(M/lV) = 0% 
Using Theorem 2.1 on the exact sequence 
Hence 
By the induction hypothesis, M/N and Iii contain chains of ordinal type ~3” and 
Z(N), respectiveI!* Two such chains clearly induce a chain in M of ordinal type I(M). 
3. Noetherian modules over commutative rings 
In this section, all modules are assumed to be finitely generated over a commu- 
tative Noetherian ring R. The results depend heavily on the assumption that R be 
commutative. 
3.1. Lemma. Let M bc a module with length 
Z(M) = WQI n -I- y, 
where n # 0 is a natural number and y < ~3”. Let k be an integer such that 0 G k Grt. 
Then M contains u submodule N such that l(N) = & k. 
Proof. By ascending induction on k, we are going to construct submodules 
0 = x,, c . . . c TV, c .,, c A’,, 
such that @Irk) = c3* k. Assume that 1 < I\: <II and that No, . . . . Nk_] has been con- 
structed. By Lemma 2.7 we have 
Hence Kdim (M/JV~_~) = CY, so there exists a prime idea: p in Ass(A!/&_~) such that 
Kdim (R/y) = 05 In view of Corollary 2.5 we have /(R/p ) = cd? There exists an in- 
jection of R/p into M/Nk_l. The image of R/p in M/&._, pulls back to ;i submodule 
in M which we will denote by Nr;. Thus we have an exact sequence 
Proof. (ij Using Lemma 2.8 and Lemma 3. I, we see that M contains subrnod&s Xi 
such that [(Ni) = Eli /Ii for 1 < i < k. Put N = Zf= 1 Ni. Using Prupositioil 2. I 1 in 
combination with the principle of coefficientwise comparison (Remark 2.1 O), ant\ 
easily shows that this sum is direct and that Z(N) = Z(M). The last relation showx thrlt 
M is an essential extension 0fN. 
(ii) With the notation introduced in Theorem 2.9 we are going to show IS(M) = 
C(M). Since the inclusion C was established in Theorem 2.9 we need only take cart‘ 
of the opposite inclusion. Let fl be an arbitrary ordinal such that fl < l(M). We can 
write 
p=bJ ak b, t . . . t d’ h 1’ 
where bi G ni for I G i < k. By Lemma 3.1, WC can find submodules lai C -1.i such 
that Z(Li) = uCYk bk. Put L = $= 1 Li. Clearly this sum is direct, so by PI opositio’n L. 1 I 
we obtain Z(L) = 0. 
(iii) We shall first prove the inclusion =. r Let au be one cut’ he members in the set 
kq , l w-9 ak). By (possibly repeated) uppli<ation of the ,:-qXr;ition in LWII~A z.;s to 
M, we obtain a submodule N C M with Krull dimension Q. Hence there is a prime 
ideal p E Ass N c Ass M such that Kdirn (R/y ) = 0. Couvc*rseIy. Itt v be a pm.! 
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ideal in Ass M such that Kdim (R/p ) = ar. Then M contains an isomorphic copy of 
R/p having length equal to w*. By the principle of coefficientwise comparison 
(Remark 2.10), a is one of the exponents al, . . . . &k in the Cantor normal form of 
VJ)- 
3.3. Definition. As in [l] we let o(M) denote the supremum of the ordinal types of 
descending chains of non-zero submodules of M. 
We close this section by expressing o(M) in terms of/(M). 
3.4. Theorem. Let Icf be a A’oetheriarl module over a commutative ring. Therl we 
have 
o(M) = min (w 1, Z(M)), 
Proof. Let us first treat the case where &II) < al. In this case, Kdim M is countable. 
It follows from Proposition 2.12 that o(M) > Z(M). On the other hand, it is easily 
seen that we (in general) have (1(M) < Z(M). Hence 
which proves the theorem in this case. 
Let us now treat the case r.vhere r(M) > c3 1. Let /3 be an arbitrary ordinal less than 
~3~. By Theorem 2.3 there exists a submodule Np C M such that /(M/ND) = 0. By 
Proposition 2.12, M/lVp has a descending chain of non-zero modules of ordinal type 
0, hence such a chain also exists in Ill. This gives &V) 2 0, so o(M) 2 ol. On the 
other hand, by [ 1, Theorem 1.11, every chain inM is countable. so cl(M) < q. This 
gives 
and the proof is now coqlplete. 
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